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We present improved constraints on an interacting vacuum model using updated astronomical
observations including the first data release from Planck. We consider a model with one dimensionless
parameter, α, describing the interaction between dark matter and vacuum energy (with fixed equation of
state w ¼ −1). The background dynamics correspond to a generalized Chaplygin gas cosmology, but the
perturbations have a zero sound speed. The tension between the value of the Hubble constant, H0,
determined by Planck data plus WMAP polarization (PlanckþWP) and that determined by the Hubble
Space Telescope (HST) can be alleviated by energy transfer from dark matter to vacuum (α > 0). A positive
α increases the allowed values of H0 due to parameter degeneracy within the model using only cosmic
microwave background data. Combining with additional data sets of including supernova type Ia (SN Ia)
and baryon acoustic oscillation (BAO), we can significantly tighten the bounds on α. Redshift-space
distortions (RSD), which constrain the linear growth of structure, provide the tightest constraints on
vacuum interaction when combined with Planck+WP, and prefer energy transfer from vacuum to dark
matter (α < 0) which suppresses the growth of structure. Using the combined data sets of
PlanckþWPþUnion2.1þ BAOþ RSD, we obtain the constraint on α to be −0.083 < α < −0.006
(95% C.L.), allowing low H0 consistent with the measurement from 6dF Galaxy survey. This interacting
vacuum model can alleviate the tension between RSD and PlanckþWP in the ΛCDM model for α < 0, or
between HST measurements of H0 and Planck+WP for α > 0, but not both at the same time.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.90.023502 PACS numbers: 98.80.-k, 98.80.Es
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the biggest challenges in modern cosmology is to
explain the apparent accelerated expansion of the Universe
today [1,2]. Avariety of possible explanations have been put
forward [3–5] including allowing for the existence of dark
energy in Einstein gravity and modification of general
relativity. Vacuum energy is possibly the simplest model
of dark energy, without any new dynamical degrees of
freedom and with a vacuum equation of state (EoS),
P
̬
¼ −ρ̬ ¼ −V. In Einstein gravity, a covariantly conserved
vacuum energy density,∇μV ¼ 0, is equivalent to a cosmo-
logical constant,Λ ¼ 8πGNV. This is thebasis of theΛCDM
cosmology, which is a highly predictivemodel to explain the
present acceleration of the Universe. However, the ΛCDM
model suffers from fine tuning and coincidence problems.
As a result, many researchers have considered dynamical
models of dark energy with a nonvacuum equation of state,
P ≠ −ρ, leading to a time-dependent dark energy density,
e.g., scalar field models, e.g., quintessence [6], phantom [7],
quintom [8], or dark fluids [9–11]. These different theories
can be probed by a range of observational data sets [12].
In 2013 the Planck satellite provided a high-resolution
measurement of anisotropies in the cosmic microwave
background (CMB) [13]. With the first release of Planck
data, the cosmological analysis from the Planck collabora-
tion showed that the standard spatially-flat ΛCDM model
remains an excellent fit to the CMB data [14]. However,
the results also pointed out some tension between Planck
and other measurements of values of some cosmological
parameters within the ΛCDM scenario [14]. Notably,
the Planck collaboration presented a low value of the
Hubble constant,1 H0 ¼ 67.4 1.4 km s−1Mpc−1 at 68%
C.L. from Planck data. When the sum of the masses
of the active neutrinos is fixed to zero, the value of the
Hubble constant is changed slightly, giving H0 ¼ 68.0
1.4 km s−1Mpc−1. Both results from Planck data are in
tension with, for instance, direct measurements of H0 by
the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) observations of Cepheid
variables,H0 ¼ 73.8 2.4 km s−1Mpc−1 [22].There isalso
some tension between the primary CMB anisotropies and
measurements of the growth of structure, such as cluster
number counts [23].
1Besides the Planck data, there are also other observational
estimations of the Hubble constant, which give a low value ofH0,
see e.g., Refs. [15–17] using the median statistics method,
Refs. [18,19] from the 6dF Galaxy Survey, and Refs. [20,21]
using Gaussian processes by the measurements of HðzÞ.
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This tension between the H0 value determined from
Planck and direct measurements of the Hubble constant by
HST could be due to an incomplete understanding of the
astrophysical observations. The direct measurements of H0
have been revisited through reanalyzing Cepheid data to
address possible inconsistencies [24]. On the other hand,
the determination on H0 from CMB data is based on the
assumption of an underlying theoretical model, so it is
worthwhile to study the predictions in extensions ofΛCDM
model, for instance, the neutrino ΛCDM model [25–27],
dynamical dark energy models [28], or coupled dark energy
models [29–31].
A nongravitational interaction between vacuum energy
and matter provides an alternative framework in which to
interpret the observational data. An interacting vacuum
energy leads to a space- and time-dependent vacuum
[32,33], in which the gradient of the vacuum energy is
given by a 4-vector,
∇μV ¼ −Qμ: ð1Þ
The total energy-momentum must be conserved in a
covariant theory, hence Qμ describes the net energy-
momentum transfer to the vacuum from other matter fields.
Any dark energy cosmology with exotic equation of state
PXðρXÞ, can be decomposed [32] into a cosmology with
interacting vacuum energy density
ρ
̬ ¼ −PX; ð2Þ
plus pressureless dark matter density
ρdm ¼ ρX þ PX: ð3Þ
In this paper we consider a cosmological model where
the homogeneous background has the same behavior as a
generalized Chaplygin gas (GCG) [9,10]. The GCG is
parametrized by a single dimensionless parameter, α, that in
the interacting vacuum interpretation describes the energy
transfer from matter to vacuum [34]. Thus we recover the
ΛCDM model in the limit α → 0. The original GCG model
is severely constrained (α less than or of the order of 10−6)
by large-scale structure formation since the barotropic dark
fluid has a nonzero speed of sound for α ≠ 0, which may
lead to large oscillations, or instabilities, in the matter
power spectrum [35,36]. Instead we will consider the
interacting vacuumþmatter model (a decomposed GCG
model) where the energy-momentum transfer 4-vector is
proportional to the matter 4-velocity. In this case there is no
force on the dark matter particles in the dark matter rest
frame and hence the dark matter follows geodesics. The
sound speed of matter perturbations is zero and there are no
oscillations in the matter power spectrum [37,38].
We revisit the constraints on this decomposed GCG using
the new CMB data, including the temperature anisotropies
from Planck [14] and polarization anisotropies from
WMAP9 [39]. First, we focus on investigating the consis-
tency between the CMB data alone and HST constraints on
H0. Then we perform the constraints on the interacting
vacuum model using CMB data combined with other data.
We use the updated baryon acoustic oscillations (BAO) data
from the 6dF Galaxy Survey [18], Sloan Digital Sky Survey
(SDSS)DR7 [40], BaryonOscillation Spectroscopic Survey
(BOSS) DR9 [41], and WiggleZ Dark Energy Survey [42].
We also use the measurements of redshift space distortions
(RSD) [43–47], which provides information of the growth
of structure.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we
review the interactingvacuumenergymodel and inparticular
the case of a decomposed GCG with geodesic flow. We
examine the linear growth of structure and imprints on CMB
power spectra in thismodel. InSec. III,wepresent the current
observations and numerical analysis method. Then we show
the results in Sec. IV. The conclusions and discussions are
presented in Sec. V.
II. INTERACTING VACUUM ENERGY MODEL
In a background cosmology with interacting vacuum
energy, the Friedmann equation is given by
H2 ¼ 8πGN
3
ðρb þ ρr þ ρdm þ VÞ; ð4Þ
where ρb, ρr, ρdm and V are the energy densities of baryons,
radiation, dark matter and interacting vacuum energy, and
H ¼ _a=a is Hubble parameter.
For each component, the covariant conservation equation
is written as
∇νTμνðIÞ ¼ QμðIÞ; ð5Þ
where QμðIÞ ¼ 0 for an independently-conserved compo-
nent. For interacting components, one conventionally splits
the perturbed energy-momentum transfer 4-vector into the
energy transfer, QI þ δQI, and momentum transfer, fμðIÞ,
relative to the total 4-velocity, uμ, [32,48–51]
QμðIÞ ¼ ðQI þ δQIÞuμ þ fμðIÞ: ð6Þ
At the background level, Eq. (5) reduces to the continuity
equations for interacting vacuum and dark matter,
_ρdm þ 3Hρdm ¼ Qdm ¼ −Q; ð7Þ
_V ¼ QV ¼ Q: ð8Þ
We will work with the scalar perturbed Friedmann-
Robertson-Walker (FRW) metric [49]
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ds2 ¼ −ð1þ 2ϕÞdt2 þ 2a∂iBdtdxi
þ a2½ð1 − 2ψÞδij þ 2∂i∂jEdxidxj: ð9Þ
In the linearly perturbed universe, the components of
interacting vacuum and dark matter, Eq. (5) reduce to the
energy continuity equations
_δρdm þ 3Hδρdm − 3ρdm _ψ þ ρdm
∇2
a2
ðθdm þ a2 _E − aBÞ
¼ −δQ −Qϕ; ð10Þ
_δV ¼ δQþQϕ; ð11Þ
and the momentum conservation equations
ρdm _θdm þ ρdmϕ ¼ −f −Qðθ − θdmÞ; ð12Þ
−δV ¼ f þQθ; ð13Þ
where f ¼ fV ¼ −fdm. Combining Eqs. (10) and
(11), Eqs. (12) and (13) to eliminate δQ and f, we
obtain [32]
_δρdm þ 3Hδρdm − 3ρdm _ψ þ ρdm
∇2
a2
ðθdm þ a2 _E − aBÞ
¼ − _δV; ð14Þ
ρdm _θdm þ ρdmϕ ¼ δV þQθdm: ð15Þ
A. The decomposed GCG with geodesic flow
We apply the interacting vacuum energy to the GCG
model with a unified EoS [9,10],
PgCg ¼ −
A
ραgCg
; ð16Þ
where A and α are the unified GCG model parameters. We
have,
ρgCg ¼ ρdm þ V; PgCg ¼ −V; ð17Þ
such that, from Eq. (16),
A ¼ Vðρdm þ VÞα: ð18Þ
Note that the decomposed GCG model is characterized by
an interaction parameter α. Combining Eqs. (7,8,17,18), we
obtain [32]
Q ¼ _V ¼ 3αH ρdmV
ρdm þ V
: ð19Þ
With the above expression, rewriting Eqs. (7,8) as
_ρdm þ 3Hð1þ weffdmÞρdm ¼ 0; ð20Þ
_V þ 3Hð1þ weffV ÞV ¼ 0; ð21Þ
we can derive the effective EoS for dark matter and vacuum
respectively as,
weffdm ¼ α
V
ρdm þ V
; ð22Þ
weffV ¼ −1 − α
ρdm
ρdm þ V
: ð23Þ
We find that a nonzero interaction indicates the effective
dark matter component with weffdm ≠ 0, while the effective
dark energy behaves like a quintessence for a negative α or
a phantom for a positive α. A constant interaction param-
eter, α, cannot realize a quintomlike effective dark energy
with the EoS crossing −1. In the limits at early times, when
ρdm ≫ V, we have weffdm → 0 and weffV → −1 − α, where the
model becomes the ΛCDM model with a constant EoS. In
the future limit where dark matter is diluted away, we have
weffdm → α and w
eff
V → −1. The evolution of the effective
EoS of dark energy is shown in Fig. 1.
At the linear perturbation level, we consider an energy
flow parallel to the 4-velocity of dark matter
QμðdmÞ ¼ −QuμðdmÞ: ð24Þ
In this case the dark matter follows geodesics [32,33,37]. It
means that the vacuum energy perturbations vanish in the
dark matter-comoving frame, from Eq. (15)
δV þ _Vθdm ¼ 0: ð25Þ
In this case, the spatial hypersurface orthogonal to the dark
matter 4-velocity coincides with that orthogonal to the
vacuum energy flow [32,33]. It is noted that for dark
energy with constant EoS w ≠ −1, with the same covariant
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FIG. 1 (color online). The time evolution of the effective EoS of
dark energy for different α values.
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interaction, Eq. (24), there are inhomogeneous dark
energy [52].
We will work in a synchronous gauge (ϕ ¼ B ¼ 0)
where h characterizes a scalar mode of spatial metric
perturbations. The dark matter momentum conservation
(15) then requires
ρdm _θdm ¼ 0: ð26Þ
In order to fix the residual gauge freedom in the synchro-
nous gauge [53] we take θdm ¼ 0, and thus δV ¼ 0. In the
comoving synchronous gauge, the density perturbation
equation (14) for dark matter then has the simple form
_δdm ¼ −
_h
2
þ Q
ρdm
δdm: ð27Þ
For the noninteracting baryon component, the perturba-
tion equations for the baryon density contrast and velocity
after decoupling are given by,
_δb ¼
k2
a2
θb −
_h
2
; _θb ¼ 0: ð28Þ
B. Linear growth of structure
From Eq. (27), we can see that the interaction has a direct
effect on the dark matter density perturbations. The detailed
discussions of the effects of the interaction parameter on
CMB and large-scale structure power spectra are given in
Ref. [37]. In the following, we shall investigate the linear
growth rate of structure formation in the interacting
vacuum model.
Generally, for the ΛCDM model in Einstein gravity the
matter overdensity obeys the ordinary second-order differ-
ential equation
δ̈m þ 2H _δm ¼ 4πGNρmδm: ð29Þ
For the interacting vacuum model, combining
Eqs. (27,28) with field equation in the synchronous
gauge:
ḧþ 2H _h ¼ −8πGNðδρþ 3δPÞ; ð30Þ
we can obtain the second-order differential equations for
dark matter overdensity and baryon overdensity, respec-
tively as,
δ̈dm þ

2H −
Q
ρdm

_δdm −

2H
Q
ρdm
þ
_ Q
ρdm

δdm
¼ 4πGNðρdmδdm þ ρbδbÞ; ð31Þ
δ̈b þ 2H _δb ¼ 4πGNðρdmδdm þ ρbδbÞ: ð32Þ
The total components on the right-hand side of Eq. (30)
are the sum of dark matter and baryons when matter
domination starts. Note that in a comoving-synchronous
gauge we have a spatially homogeneous vacuum
energy, δV ¼ 0.
Defining function, gIðaÞ≡ δIðaÞ=a, and replacing the
variable t by x ¼ ln a, we can obtain
g00dm þ

3þ ðlnHÞ0 − aQ
H

g0dm
þ

2þ ðlnHÞ0 − 3 aQ
H
−
aQ0
H

gdm
¼ 4πGNa
2
H2
ðρdmgdm þ ρbgbÞ; ð33Þ
g00b þ ½3þ ðlnHÞ0g0b þ ½2þ ðlnHÞ0gb
¼ 4πGNa
2
H2
ðρdmgdm þ ρbgbÞ; ð34Þ
where the primes denote the derivations with respect
to x, and H ¼ aH is the conformal Hubble parameter.
Correspondingly, the overall growth rate of matter is
fmðaÞ≡ ½ln δmðaÞ0 ¼ 1þ gm0ðaÞ; ð35Þ
where
gmðaÞ ¼
ρdm
ρm
gdm þ
ρb
ρm
gb: ð36Þ
Then we can obtain the evolution of fm with redshift z by
numerically solving the closed differential equation set,
Eqs. (33,34), with the initial condition set in the matter-
domination era, gIðaiÞ ¼ 1 and g0IðaiÞ ¼ 0. In a particular
case in which α ¼ 0, the solutions of Eqs. (33)–(36) are
identical to that of the original Eq. (29), which means that
the interacting vacuum model reduces to the ΛCDM model
when α ¼ 0 at the linear perturbation level.
The evolution of the growth rate, fm, is shown in Fig. 2,
from which we can see that a positive interaction leads
to a faster growth than that in a ΛCDM model with the
same Ωm today. This is due to the energy transfer from
dark matter to vacuum energy for a positive α. Conversely,
we obtain a slower growth for a negative α than that
in ΛCDM.
Observationally, the quantity of fσ8, can be measure-
ment from redshift surveys using the RSD effect [54–57].
Here σ8ðzÞ is the root mean square (rms) amplitude of
density fluctuations in a sphere of comoving radius
R8 ¼ 8h−1 Mpc,
σ8ðzÞ ¼

1
2π2
Z
∞
0
dkk2W28ðkÞPðk; zÞ

1=2
; ð37Þ
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where W8ðkÞ is the Fourier transform of the top-hat
window function with the width of the comoving scale
R8 and Pðk; zÞ is the matter power spectrum.
In order to test the interacting vacuum model using the
RSD data, we first illustrate the theoretical predictions of
fmðzÞσ8ðzÞ for different interaction parameters, as shown in
the upper panel of Fig. 3. It is found that there exist obvious
dispersions of fmðzÞσ8ðzÞ due to different values of
interaction parameter, α. For α > 0, fmðzÞσ8ðzÞ is larger
than that in the ΛCDMmodel. As we mentioned above, the
growth rate for a positive interaction becomes larger than
that in the ΛCDM model, because of an energy transfer
from dark matter to vacuum energy. A positive interaction
shifts the matter-radiation equality to an earlier time, which
yields a higher value of σ8. The plot in the lower panel of
Fig. 3 shows that at a given redshift the larger value of α is,
the higher value of σ8 is. Conversely, fmðzÞσ8ðzÞ is
suppressed for a negative α, compared with that in the
ΛCDM model.
Moreover, α has a larger impact on fmðzÞσ8ðzÞ at a later
time, i.e., models with different α’s differ the most at z ¼ 0.
This is because both fm and σ8 are affected more as time
evolves, as illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3 (bottom panel),
respectively.
C. Imprints on CMB
We take the α ¼ 0.3 model for an example to show the
imprint of the interacting vacuum energy model on CMB
power spectra in the upper panel of Fig. 4. Positive α
suppresses the height of the peaks as it increases the
matter density at the time of recombination. α > 0 also
shifts the location of the peaks to the low-l end. To
understand the physics, in the lower panel of Fig. 4 we
show the ratio of θ (the ratio of the sound horizon to
angular diameter distance at last-scattering) for the
ΛCDM model over the interacting vacuum model, and
we can see that this ratio decreases monotonically
with α. At α ¼ 0.3, θ is about 7% larger than that of
the ΛCDM model. Note that the nth CMB acoustic peak
is approximately located at
l ¼ nπ
θ
: ð38Þ
So the CMB peaks of the α ¼ 0.3model appear at slightly
smaller l’s compared to the ΛCDM model, and this is
what we have seen in the CMB power spectra.
III. DATA AND METHOD
In this section, we describe the data sets we use and
analysis methods we adopt.
Here are the current observations we used:
(1) The recently released Planck data include the high-l
temperature power spectrum from the CAMSpec
likelihood with a wide multipole range covering
from l ¼ 50 to l ¼ 2500, and the low-l temper-
ature power spectrum from the Commander like-
lihood over the multipole range l ¼ 2–49 [14]. We
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FIG. 2 (color online). The time evolution of fm for different α
values, with the same value of Ωm today.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Upper panel: time evolution of
fmðzÞσ8ðzÞ for different values of α, with the same value of
Ωm today. The points with error bars are the observational data
[43–47], summarized in Ref. [56]; Lower panel: predictions for
σ8 with the interaction parameter, α, at the given redshifts.
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set the Planck lensing parameter AL ¼ 1; that is, we
use the full information from the high-l power
spectrum including the effect of gravitational lensing
along the line of sight on the temperature anisotro-
pies. So far the Planck team has only provided the
temperature power spectrum data. The low-l polari-
zation power spectra (up to l ¼ 32) are from
WMAP 9-year data [39]. So the combination of
CMB temperature data from Planck and polarization
data from WMAP9 is denoted as “PlanckþWP.”
When performing constraints using Planck data,
extra 14 foreground parameters are allowed to vary
freely. For comparison, we do the same analysis
using both CMB temperature and polarization
anisotropies from WMAP 9-year data, which is
denoted as “WMAP9.”
(2) A Gaussian likelihood function of H0 ¼ 73.8
2.4 km s−1Mpc−1 from HST [22] is taken when
the direct measurement data is included. To make a
comparison between the effects of different H0
priors, we also use another Gaussian prior on the
Hubble constant with a relatively low value,
H0 ¼ 67 3.2 km s−1Mpc−1 from 6dF Galaxy sur-
vey [18,19], labeled “lowH.”
(3) For SN Ia data, we use Union2.1 compilation of 580
SN Ia with systematic errors [58].2
(4) BAO measurement in the matter power spectrum
is regarded as a cosmic standard ruler and helps
strengthen observational constraints on cosmo-
logical parameters. Usually, an effective distance
quantity, DVðzÞ, is used, which contains both the
angular-diameter distance,DAðzÞ, and the expansion
history, HðzÞ. DVðzÞ is expressed as
DVðzÞ ¼ ½ð1þ zÞ2D2AðzÞcz=HðzÞ1=3: ð39Þ
The updated BAO data include DVð0.106Þ ¼ 457
27 Mpc from 6dF Galaxy Survey [18]; the distance
ratio of the effective distance, DVðzÞ, to the comoving
sound horizon at the baryon drag epoch, rsðzdragÞ, at
DVð0.35Þ=rs ¼ 8.88 0.17 from SDSS DR7 data
[40], denoted as “SDSS(R)” and DVð0.57Þ=rs ¼
13.67 0.22 from BOSS DR9 data [41], denoted
as “BOSS.” In addition, WiggleZ Dark Energy survey
obtains BAO feature by the acoustic parameter, AðzÞ,
which is related to DVðzÞ by
AðzÞ ¼ DVðzÞ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ΩmH20
q
=cz; ð40Þ
at Að0.44Þ¼0.4740.034, Að0.60Þ¼0.442 0.020,
and Að0.73Þ ¼ 0.424 0.021 [42].
(5) RSD is one of the main sources of anisotropy in
galaxy power spectra caused by the peculiar veloc-
ities of galaxies. The observations of RSD in terms
of fmðzÞσ8ðzÞ provide a good way to measure the
linear growth of structure in the Universe. We use 9
data points [43–47], compiled in the Table 1 of
Ref. [56]. Here an old data point at the redshift
z ¼ 0.77 from the VVDS is replaced by a recent
measurement at a very similar redshift z ¼ 0.78
from WiggleZ [56].
We test the interacting vacuum model against these
observations using a modified version of the CosmoMC
package [63,64]. The set of cosmological parameters
allowed to vary and their corresponding top-hat priors we
adopted are: the physical baryon density,Ωbh2 ∈ ½0.005; 1,
the physical dark matter density,Ωdmh2 ∈ ½0.001; 0.99, the
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FIG. 4 (color online). Upper panel: CMB TT(top), EE(middle)
and TE(bottom) power spectra for the ΛCDM model and
interacting vacuum model with α ¼ 0.3; Lower panel: the ratio
of θ between the ΛCDMmodel and interacting vacuummodel as
a function of α.
2Note that another supernova sample, referred to SNLS
compilation [59], has been recalibrated with an improved
accuracy using the cross-calibration between SNLS and SDSS
supernova samples [60]. In a recent work [61], the updated
cosmological constraints has been presented using the combined
SNLS 3-year data and the full SDSS-II spectroscopic sample
from the final release of the SDSS-II supernova survey [62]. The
cosmological parameters derived from this sample are similar to
that from the Union2.1 sample, which is used in this work.
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ratio (×100) of the sound horizon to angular diameter
distance at last-scattering,ΘS ∈ ½0.5; 1.5, the optical depth,
τ ∈ ½0.01; 0.2, the scalar spectral index of the primordial
power spectrum, ns ∈ ½0.5; 1.5 and the amplitude of the
primordial power spectrum log½1010As ∈ ½2.7; 4 with the
pivot scale, ks0 ¼ 0.05 Mpc−1.
In the interacting vacuum model with geodesic flow, we
have a zero rest-frame sound speed. The interaction
parameter is allowed to vary from negative to positive
values. A negative α leads to energy transfer from vacuum
energy to dark matter. In order to guarantee that the
evolution of the Universe undergoes the domination tran-
sition from matter to dark energy, we need to consider
possible limits on negative ranges of α. Based on the ratio
of dark matter density to vacuum energy density,
ρdm
V
∝ a−3ð1þαÞ; ð41Þ
we can find that for α > −1, the ratio decreases with time.
Conversely, the α’s values less than −1 make the ratio
become larger and larger with time, which is obviously
inconsistent with current observations. Therefore, we set a
flat prior for the interaction parameter, namely,
α ∈ ð−0.99; 1.5. In addition, we fix the sum of the masses
of three active neutrinos to
P
mν ¼ 0 and the effective
number of neutrino species to Neff ¼ 3.046.
The convergence of Markov chains is tested by the
Gelman and Rubin criterion. Here the R − 1 value is
required to be below 0.03.
IV. RESULTS
In this section, we shall present the latest observational
constraint on the interacting vacuum model using various
kinds of data including CMB, BAO, SN Ia and RSD and
their combinations. The ΛCDM model is also constrained
using the same CMB data for the purpose of comparison.
We start from the CMB data of WMAP9 and Planckþ
WP respectively, and present the results in Table I and
Figs. 5–7. For the ΛCDM model, it is apparent that the
constraint on H0 using PlanckþWP (H0 ¼ 68.0
1.2 km s−1Mpc−1) is in tension with the HST measure-
ment, H0 ¼ 73.8 2.4 km s−1 Mpc−1, as shown in Table I
and in Fig. 5. However, in the interacting vacuum model,
i.e., when α is allowed to vary, the tension may be
alleviated. This is because the constraint onH0 is weakened
when we marginalize over different values of α, and the
error bar is enlarged from1.2 to5.5 km s−1Mpc−1 with
the central value slightly lowered by 1.5%. In particular,
positive α accommodates larger H0. The constraint on H0
using WMAP9 in the interacting vacuum model is more
consistent with the HST measurement than with lowH
value. In the ΛCDM model, the WMAP9 result for H0 is
about 1σ lower than HST value and in better agreement
with the lowH prior, see Fig. 5. The Planck+WP estimates
of H0 in both models agree with the lowH prior.
The constraint on α using CMB data alone is rather
loose: even PlanckþWP cannot distinguish the interact-
ing vacuum models with jαj≃ 0.3 from the ΛCDMmodel
(α ¼ 0). This is because of the strong degeneracy between
α and Ωmh3, as shown in the left panel of Fig. 6. This
degeneracy can be understood using the left panel of
Fig. 7. As shown, the α ¼ 0.3 model has a smaller sound
horizon (the dashed curves with the same values of sound
horizon as those in the ΛCDM model move to the larger
values end with respect to the ΛCDM model), and this
change can easily be mimicked by tuning Ωm and h
(hence Ωmh3).
TABLE I. Comparison of some parameters at 68% C.L. for the ΛCDM model and interacting vacuum model from the constraints of
only CMB data: WMAP9 and PlanckþWP.
Models ΛCDM Interacting vacuum
Parameters H0 Ωm Ωmh3 σ8 α H0 Ωm Ωmh3 σ8
WMAP9 70:3þ2.2−2.2 0.277
þ0.023
−0.028 0.0957
þ0.0018
−0.0017 0.821
þ0.023
−0.023 0.119
þ0.260
−0.343 72:1
þ7.2
−6.2 0.254
þ0.076
−0.166 0.0856
þ0.0287
−0.0162 1.013
þ0.154
−0.441
PlanckþWP 68:0þ1.2−1.2 0.307þ0.016−0.018 0.0962þ0.0006−0.0006 0.840þ0.013−0.013 −0.021þ0.215−0.294 67:0þ5.5−5.5 0.342þ0.101−0.172 0.0959þ0.0218−0.0091 0.868þ0.095−0.284
55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90
0
0.2
0.4
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0.8
1
H0
 
 
LCDM: WMAP9
LCDM: Planck+WP
IV: WMAP9
IV: Planck+WP
FIG. 5 (color online). The 1D marginalized distributions of H0
for the ΛCDM model and interacting vacuum (represented by
“IV” for short in the plot) model from the constraints of only
CMB data: WMAP9 and PlanckþWP. The grey band corre-
sponds to the direct measurement of H0 from HST at the 68%
C.L. The cyan band is the 1σ range of H0 measured by the 6dF
Galaxy Survey.
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Due to this degeneracy, the constraint on other cosmo-
logical parameters, especially for Ωm, H0, σ8, are largely
diluted, which can be seen in the contour plots Figs. 6 (right
panel) and 7 (left), and in the 1D posterior distribution plot
Fig. 7 (right).
The degeneracy between α and Ωmh3 can be broken by
combining with additional data sets including the H0
prior (HST or lowH), SN Ia (Union2.1), BAO, and RSD.
The results using these multiple probes are shown in
Tables II, III and in Figs. 8, 9, 10, 11 (1D posterior
likelihood distributions), and 12 (2D contours). We first
combine CMB data (WMAP9 and Planck, respectively)
with other data including, HST, lowH, SN Ia, BAO and
RSD, one at a time, then combine Planck with all other data
sets. The key points from these plots/tables include,
(1) Figures 8 and 10: since WMAP9 is consistent with
the HST measurement of H0, adding the HST prior
does not change the mean value of H0 much, but
greatly shrinks the allowed range for H0. However,
PlanckþWP is in tension with the HST measure-
ment of H0. Thus combining PlanckþWP with a
HST prior not only shrinks the error bar, but also
shifts the central value of H0. By comparison with
the case of a lowH prior, the results are reversed. The
H0 derived from Planck+WP and the lowH prior
agree, so combining these two data hardly affects the
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FIG. 6 (color online). Left panel: the 2D contours ofΩmh3 − α at the 68% C.L. and 95% C.L. Right panel: the 2D contours ofΩm − σ8
at the 68% C.L. and 95% C.L.
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FIG. 7 (color online). Left panel: the 2D contours of Ωm −H0 at the 68% C.L. and 95% C.L. and the contour curves (solid lines:
ΛCDM and dashed lines: interacting vacuum with α ¼ 0.3) of constant sound horizon at the time of last-scattering, rsðzÞ, in units of
Mpc; Right panel: the 1D marginalized distributions of the parameter, Ωmh3.
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mean value of H0, but tightens the uncertainties of
H0. WMAP9 favors a high mean value, so adding
the lowH prior to WMAP9 causes the change of the
mean value ofH0 and the improvements of the errors
of H0;
(2) Table II: to conclude HST prior/lowH prior
comparison, we find that the combinations of
HST prior and CMB (WMAP9 or PlanckþWP)
favor high H0 and positive α, whereas combining
lowH with WMAP9 and with Planck+WP, respec-
tively give lower H0 and smaller α, even negative
mean values.
(3) Figures 9 and 11: since BAO provides a measure-
ment of expansion history of the Universe, combin-
ing CMB with BAO gives the tightest constraints on
H0. RSD data provides a measurement of the growth
of structure and thus can greatly improve the bounds
on σ8;
(4) Figure 12: α is positively correlated with H0 and σ8,
and anticorrelated with Ωdmh2 for any data sets;
(5) Figures 9 and 11: RSD is the most powerful data to
constrain α in combination with CMB data, thus the
allowed range for α is minimized when combining
RSD with CMB data;
(6) Table II: PlanckþWP combined with HST or RSD,
gives a preference for α > 0 at 1.56 σ or α < 0 at
1.85 σ, respectively. By comparison, the ΛCDM
model lies within the 1σ region using constraints
from other data sets;
(7) Table III: combining PlanckþWP with SN Ia, BAO
and RSD, we measure α to be,
α ¼ −0.043þ0.019þ0.037−0.020−0.040 ð42Þ
where sub- and superscripts denote 1 and 2σ con-
straints. Thus we find evidence for negative α at the
2σ level. This is largely due to the inclusion of RSD
data; a negative α means a lower growth rate than
that in the ΛCDM model, which is what we have
seen in Fig. 3 (upper panel). An interacting vacuum
model with a negative α provides one possible
solution to the problem of the tension between
RSD and CMB measurements in the ΛCDM model
[65], but it cannot relieve tension with HST mea-
surements of H0 at the same time. Negative α allows
lowerH0, being in good agreement with lowH value;
(8) Table III: comparing our results with previous results
in Ref. [37], we find that the error bars on the
interaction parameter, α, are improved by nearly an
order of magnitude from j0.1j to j0.02j.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
An interacting vacuum model provides an interesting
alternative dark energy model in which to interpret the
cosmological parameter constraints coming from the latest
CMB data in combination with other data sets. Unlike other
TABLE II. Mean values of parameters with 1σ limits for the interacting vacuum model using different data combinations. The last
column is the confidence level at which the mean value of the interaction parameter, α, departs from zero (the ΛCDM model).
Data α Ωbh2 Ωdmh2 ns H0 σ8 C.L.
WMAP9þ HST 0.173þ0.123−0.196 0.0227þ0.0005−0.0005 0.0890þ0.0213−0.0192 0.975þ0.012−0.012 73:6þ2.3−2.4 1.024þ0.123−0.263 0.88σ
WMAP9þ lowH −0.074þ0.120−0.160 0.0226þ0.0005−0.0005 0.1270þ0.0235−0.0192 0.971þ0.012−0.012 67:8þ2.9−2.9 0.774þ0.082−0.152 0.46σ
WMAP9þ Union2.1 −0.011þ0.101−0.127 0.0226þ0.0005−0.0005 0.1167þ0.0179−0.0157 0.973þ0.013−0.013 69:5þ2.4−2.4 0.823þ0.083−0.136 0.08σ
WMAP9þ BAO −0.001þ0.057−0.057 0.0226þ0.0004−0.0004 0.1164þ0.0075−0.0076 0.972þ0.011−0.011 69:2þ0.9−0.9 0.834þ0.057−0.068 0.01σ
WMAP9þ RSD −0.032þ0.049−0.028 0.0226þ0.0005−0.0005 0.1183þ0.0088−0.0123 0.972þ0.013−0.013 69:4þ3.3−2.9 0.791þ0.023−0.019 0.65σ
PlanckþWPþ HST 0.286þ0.130−0.183 0.0221þ0.0003−0.0003 0.0801þ0.0183−0.0183 0.962þ0.007−0.007 73:1þ2.2−2.2 1.179þ0.140−0.270 1.56σ
PlanckþWPþ lowH −0.027þ0.122−0.169 0.0221þ0.0003−0.0003 0.1245þ0.0249−0.0188 0.961þ0.007−0.007 67:1þ2.9−2.9 0.834þ0.076−0.162 0.16σ
PlanckþWPþ Union2.1 0.033þ0.102−0.123 0.0221þ0.0003−0.0003 0.1150þ0.0163−0.0162 0.961þ0.007−0.007 68:5þ2.1−2.2 0.880þ0.080−0.132 0.26σ
PlanckþWPþ BAO 0.011þ0.053−0.054 0.0221þ0.0002−0.0003 0.1178þ0.0070−0.0077 0.962þ0.006−0.006 68:2þ0.9−0.9 0.852þ0.050−0.057 0.20σ
PlanckþWPþ RSD −0.074þ0.040−0.030 0.0220þ0.0003−0.0003 0.1315þ0.0067−0.0079 0.960þ0.007−0.008 66:1þ1.7−1.8 0.781þ0.021−0.021 1.85σ
TABLE III. Mean values with 1σ; 2σ limits and best fit values
of parameters for the interacting vacuum model using the
combination of Planck+WP+Union2.1þ BAO+RSD.
Combined data PlanckþWPþ Union2.1þ BAO þ RSD
Parameters Mean values with 1σ; 2σ errors Best fit
Ωbh2 0.0222þ0.0002þ0.0005−0.0002−0.0005 0.0222
Ωdmh2 0.1245þ0.0035þ0.0070−0.0034−0.0067 0.1225
ΘS 1.0412þ0.0006þ0.0011−0.0006−0.0011 1.0416
τ 0.0884þ0.0124þ0.0258−0.0137−0.0241 0.0925
ns 0.965þ0.006þ0.011−0.005−0.011 0.969
lnð1010AsÞ 3.082þ0.024þ0.050−0.026−0.047 3.088
α −0.043þ0.019þ0.037−0.020−0.040 −0.036
ΩV 0.681þ0.015þ0.027−0.014−0.029 0.691
Ωm 0.319þ0.014þ0.029−0.015−0.027 0.309
σ8 0.796þ0.017þ0.032−0.016−0.033 0.801
H0 67:8þ0.8þ1.6−0.8−1.6 68.4
Ωmh3 0.0995þ0.0016þ0.0032−0.0016−0.0031 0.0990
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dark energy models such as nonvacuum fluid or scalar field
models, there are no additional degrees of freedom if the
vacuum energy transfers energy-momentum to or from
existing matter fields.
In this paper we have considered a particular example
of an interacting vacuum cosmology, where the interaction
is characterized by a single dimensionless parameter, α,
which reproduces the background dynamics of a GCG
cosmology. However, we have considered a decomposed
GCG model where the energy-momentum transfer, from
dark matter to vacuum, is always proportional to the matter
4-velocity. As a result the dark matter particles follow
geodesics [32], and in the limit of a vanishing interaction
parameter, α→ 0, we recover the ΛCDM cosmology.
We have used the latest observational data to test
the model parameters, and in particular the interaction
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FIG. 8 (color online). The 1D marginalized distributions of some parameters in the interacting vacuum model from the WMAP9 alone
and WMAP9 combined with a HST prior and with a lowH prior, respectively.
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parameter, α, against CMB data alone (WMAP9 or
PlanckþWP) and various combinations with other data,
including the direct measurement of H0 from HST, the
relatively lowH0 value measured from 6dF Galaxy Survey,
the Union2.1 supernova compilation, baryon acoustic
oscillations and redshift-space distortions.
In particular possible tension between PlanckþWP
constraints on H0 and HST measurements is investi-
gated in the interacting vacuum model. Using the WMAP9
alone, we obtain a value of Hubble constant,
H0 ¼ 72:1þ7.2−6.2 km s−1Mpc−1 (68% C.L.), which is
entirely consistent with the direct measurement of H0 from
HST. On the other hand, PlanckþWP require H0 ¼
67:0þ5.5−5.5 km s
−1Mpc−1 (68% C.L.). The low mean value
from PlanckþWP is discrepant with the HST measure-
ment to H0. However, there exists overlap between the
marginalized distribution of H0 from PlanckþWP and the
values of H0 with 1σ errors from HST measurement.
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Compared with another H0 measurement from 6dF Galaxy
Survey, it is found that the H0 result from PlanckþWP is
in better agreement than that from WMAP9. The constraint
using CMB alone on the interacting vacuum model
interaction parameter is too weak to be distinguished from
the ΛCDM model.
Next, we combined CMB data with other data including
the HST prior on H0, another low H0 prior, Union2.1 SN
Ia, BAO or RSD. The combined data sets can break
degeneracies, yielding tighter constraints. The constraints
on the interaction parameter from the combinations of
WMAP9 and other data show that the interacting vacuum
model is indistinguishable from the ΛCDM model within
1σ region. For the predictions of Hubble constant in the
interacting vacuum model from different data, we find that
the WMAP9 alone and WMAP9þ HST favor high values
of H0, consistent with the HST prior.
Using PlanckþWP in combination with the HST prior
on H0 would favor a positive interaction, α > 0. However
constraints on the Hubble constant in the interacting
vacuum model using PlanckþWP, PlanckþWPþ
lowH; PlanckþWPþ Union2.1, PlanckþWPþ BAO
and PlanckþWPþ RSD all yield low values for H0,
indicating a tension between PlanckþWP and HST
measurements of H0. RSD are particularly sensitive to
the interaction parameter and PlanckþWPþ RSD favor a
negative interaction at more than 1.8 σ level.
Finally, based on the above discussions about the
consistency of PlanckþWP and other data sets, we use
the combined data of PlanckþWPþ Union2.1þ BAOþ
RSD to constrain the interacting vacuum model. A strong
constraint on the interacting vacuum parameter is obtained,
α ¼ −0.043þ0.019þ0.037−0.020−0.040 . We conclude that there is a hint for
a negative energy transfer α < 0 in the interacting vacuum
model at 95% confidence level. This model provides a
possible solution to the problem of tension between the
RSD and other measurements in the ΛCDM model.
It would be interesting to investigate further the
Bayesian evidence for departures from ΛCDM using
different criteria [66] both in this particular decomposed
GCG model and in more general interacting vacuum
energy models. Negative α implies a slower growth rate
for linear density perturbations and thus a lower value for
σ8. Thus one might also expect lower cluster number
counts than predicted in ΛCDM [23]. However halo
collapse is a nonlinear process and we have not yet studied
nonlinear collapse in this model. Our assumption that the
energy-momentum transfer is proportional to the matter
4-velocity implies that the 4-velocity is proportional to the
gradient of the vacuum energy, uμ ∝ ∇μV, and thus irrota-
tional. Recently Sawicki et al. [67] have argued that
nonlinear collapse in unified dark matter models with
irrotational flow will lead to the formation of central black
holes rather than virtualized halos. Either the assumption of
an irrotational flow must break down on some scale, or we
would require only some fraction of the dark matter to
interact with the vacuum energy in this way (and hence be
irrotational). In this case the small value required for the
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interaction parameter α might represent the small fraction
of dark matter which collapses into central (supermassive)
black hole during halo collapse. Investigation of this goes
beyond the study of linear perturbation theory used in this
paper and we leave this as an interesting open issue for
future work.
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Note added.—We have not included the latest BICEP2
results [68] which appeared while this paper was in
preparation. These remarkable results show evidence for
primordial gravitational waves at the time of CMB last
scattering. If confirmed this implies there will be an
additional contribution from gravitational waves to the
CMB temperature power spectrum at low l which appears
to be in tension with the minimal ΛCDM model. It seems
unlikely that an interacting vacuum model alone, whose
main effect is to change the relation between CMB
anisotropies and structure formation at late times, can
resolve this apparent tension at low l. It will be interesting
to study this in a broader class of models including
interacting vacuum energy.
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